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www.roverlanders.bc.ca
• The Rover-Landers of BC are
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preservation of the outback
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Supporters
• Special thanks go to all our advertisers
who make the publication of this newsletter possible. Please show your support
by visiting these companies.
• The Rover-Landers of BC reserves the
right to refuse any advertisers.
• The Rover-Landers of BC has a very
active Internet home page and web
Forum. Visit our site at:
http://www.roverlanders.bc.ca
• The Rover-Lander is produced 3 times
per year (April, August & December) &
is mailed to all paid members.
• The Rover-Lander is printed by Bruce
Adams at Professional Graphics in
Armstrong, B.C.

On the Cover
this issue’s cover is Range Rover,
the Spring issue is Discovery.
Team Tebbutt ~ Dave & Peter in their formidable 1975 Range Rover (aka the Red
Devil). Mackenzie-Grease Trail 2008.
Photo by: Roving Photographix

In this Issue
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• Monthly Minutes
• Member News • Upcoming Events
• In the Garage • In the News
• National Land Rover Rally ~ Colorado
• Treasure Mountain Run
• Canol Road Expedition
• Hope Slide Run
• Jim McEachern Memorial Run
• Northwest Challenge ~ Oregon
• Green Mountain Run ~ Van Isle
• Fall Whipsaw ‘Ditch Fix’ Run
• Lodestone & Whipsaw Clean-ups
• Northern News • Then & Now
• Tracing a Military Land Rover’s History
• Year in Review Pictorial
• Rover Kids • Rovering Rover
• Founder’s Day 2010 Poster
• 2010 Membership Form
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Monthly Meeting Minutes
August Meeting Minutes
August 12th, 2009
Bill Eastwood recording.
Meeting commenced at 7:30 p.m., Ricky’s
Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.
Members Present: Andy Deane, Shawn
Doherty, Bill Eastwood, Don MacDonald, Dave
Fraser, Bernie Buttner, Kris Maksymiuk, Stuart
Longair, Shad Lievesley, Jonathan Fether, Pete
Lembesis, John Parsons, Dave Tebbutt, Andrew
Phillips, Ted Edwards.
Guests Present: April Buttner
• Minutes from the previous meeting: Motion
to accept by Kris Maksymiuk, seconded by Pete
Lembesis. Motion Carried.
• Treasurer’s Report: Details will be posted
by Treasurer in the “Members Only” section of
the website.
• Membership Update: Read by Andy Deane
(as submitted by Pamela Blair)
Membership currently sits at 101 paid members
for 2009. Welcome to the following new members since the May Meeting: David Frisby Duncan, Daniel Richter - Whistler, John Whittle
- Vernon & Peter Scott - Vancouver. Welcome
back to David Edwards from Vancouver.
• Newsletter Update: Read by Andy Deane (as
submitted by Pamela Blair)
The summer issue of the Rover-Lander was
mailed out on July 29th to all members and
advertisers. This was biggest issue of the RoverLander to date at 44 pages.
The Winter issue has been started and will be
due out on or by December 1st, 2009. In the
Garage bookings for the Winter Issue are being
taken from now until October 1st with text &
photos due no later than November 1st. Lots
of time, but remember sooner is always better
than later. New ads are always welcome, please
contact John Parsons at roverlad@telus.net for
booking ad space and rates. All ad changes are
due in no later than November 15th, 2009.
Contact the Editor if you have anything interesting in the way of articles, news, photos or
product reviews to submit.
The annual color center spread is designated
this year to Rover-Lander Member’s trucks
Then & Now. Contact Pamela If you have any
shots of your Land Rover and what it looked
like then and how it looks today. Preference
will be given to those with significant changes
done over the years. I.E. – color change, body
change, lots of accessories and add-ons or off,
has to be changes we can see in the photos. I
have room for approximately 10 to 12 trucks
allowing for 2 photos each over the 2 center
pages. I currently have 7 member’s Rovers

selected and in place to test out a layout look:
B. Eastwood, B. Buttner, S. Doherty, D. Blair, P.
Lembesis, P. Armstrong & G. Daigle.
Junior Rover-Landers: if you have any stories
or pictures you would like to see in our new
Rover Kids section, please let me know when
you can that you wish to submit something and
I will book you in. Text & pictures due in by
October 15th, 2009.
• Merchandise update:
25th anniversary grille badges have been a big
success and Andy has received several requests
for more badges. Andy suggested that the club
order another 35 badges to make a total limited run of 100. Those present agreed with the
proposal. Andy will make the final order when
all the remaining available badges have been
pre-paid by either PayPal on the Rover-Landers
web site, cash or cheque to the Treasurer. Price
is still $20 for one or $35 for two.
• Whipsaw Funds:
Andy introduced some ideas on how to use
some of the Whipsaw Funds. He suggested producing small aluminum trail markers to place at
intervals along the Whipsaw to help clearly differentiate the road from a number of spur trails
along the route. Those present agreed that this
would be a good use of the funds. The markers
will cost somewhere in the neighborhood of 25
cents each depending on quantity ordered. Andy
will post some designs for vote or feedback
on our website. Our last Run up to Whipsaw
later this year will incorporate a BBQ and it
was suggested that we provide those attending
with a sticker to commemorate the event. Those
present were in agreement. Andy will work on
design.
• Use of colour in Newsletter:
Kris Maksymiuk suggested that seeing as there
are considerable funds now available to the club
we should consider expanded use of colour in
the newsletter. Several others supported this
idea. Some discussion ensued about this expenditure with reasoned arguments on both sides.
Don MacDonald was pleased that the club’s
funds were now robust enough to consider this
option as he remembers when the club was
regularly in a deficit to fund the newsletter.
Further discussion will be required as there was
not any current idea of what the costs would be
for adding more colour.
• Events:
Since the last meeting we have had two Runs
to Whipsaw, two practice events for the Canol
Road river crossings and the third annual Rover
Ranch get together on the Blair’s property in
Armstrong. Greg Sutfin also held his annual
Cowichan Valley event on his farm. All of these

events are covered in the summer newsletter
and photos can be found on our website in the
photo gallery.
– Jane Lake: Don MacDonald will be heading
up to Jane Lake in Whistler on Sunday the 16th
with the kids and few other trucks. The trail is
really overgrown, guaranteed pin stripping!!!
Bring your swim trunks or lake gear! For those
heading up from Vancouver we will be meeting
at the Squamish Chevron at 10 a.m. and convoying up to Whistler. Turn off is at Function
Junction. Please let Don know if you are coming. We don’t want to miss anyone!
– Canol Road: The boys are ready to leave this
Saturday August 15th. Final count for the trip is
six vehicles. Four of which were present at the
meeting. Shawn Doherty in his Series III 109,
Pete Lembesis in his five door 110, Kris Maksymiuk in his three door 110 and Dave Fraser in
his Series III 109. This intrepid group will join
up with two more vehicles, one from Alberta
and one from Alaska.
Their exploits can be followed through the club
web board where a link to a SPOT GPS site will
identify the groups location as they progress.
Unfortunately Cory Paulger and his brother
were unable to join the group as planned
because Cory’s 110 met with an unfortunate
accident when in an attempt to ford a creek in
Alberta and sucked water through his intake.
The 200tdi hydraulically locked and is presently
out of commission. Cory has come through by
generously providing the inflatable boat for
the expedition even though he can’t be there
himself. Pete Lembesis thanked the following
sponsors who are supporting the venture.
• Rover Tech – spare parts
• Roving Recovery – lending of winch line
• Rock Island Rovers – spare parts
• Dave Fraser – graphics
• Rover-Landers – satellite phone rental
Pete thanked all who have contributed to the
preparation. Pete also had on hand special expedition shirts showing both club and event logos
that each participant has purchased.
– Treasure Mountain: Dave Blair will be
heading up an exploratory Run to Treasure
Mountain east of the Coquihalla near Tulameen
on August 22nd.
– Poison Mountain: Dave Tebbutt & John
Parsons will lead the Jim MacEachern Memorial Run up to the Poison Mountain area north
of Pemberton on the weekend of September
19th & 20th.
Meeting adjourned at 8:40 p.m.
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September Meeting Minutes
September 17th, 2009
Bill Eastwood recording.
Meeting commenced at 7:30 p.m., Ricky’s
Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.
Members Present: Andy Deane, Shawn
Doherty, Bill Eastwood, Dave Blair, Roger
Sutcliffe, Dave Fraser, Bernie Buttner, Kris
Maksymuik, Mark Maksymuik, Greg Pollock,
Shad Lievesley, Cam Sainsbury, Pete Lembesis,
John Parsons, Dave Tebbutt, Andrew Phillips,
Ted Edwards, Dave Vervaet.
Guests Present: April Butter, Dan Fritter and
one other guest (name unknown).
• Minutes from the previous meeting:
Motion to accept by Andy Deane. Seconded by
Dave Tebbutt. Motion Carried.
• Treasurer’s Report:
Read by Shawn Doherty. Details will be posted
by Treasurer in the “Members Only” section of
the website.
• Membership Update: Read by Andy Deane
(as submitted by Pamela Blair)
• Membership currently sits at 102 paid members for 2009. Welcome to the following new
member since the August meeting: Glenn Kemp
- Nanaimo. 2010 membership renewal notices
will be sent out to all in the Winter issue of the
Rover-Lander.
• Newsletter Report:
• The Winter issue is underway and is due by
December 1st, 2009. In the Garage bookings
for the Winter Issue are still being taken from
now until October 15th with text & photos due
no later than November 1st. Lots of time, but
remember sooner is always better than later.
New ads are always welcome, please contact
John Parsons at roverlad@telus.net for booking
ad space and rates. All ad changes are due in
no later than November 15th, 2009. Contact the
Editor if you have anything interesting in the
way of articles, news, photos or product reviews
to submit.
– Junior Rover-Landers: if you have any stories
or pictures you would like to see in the new Rover
Kids section, please let us know soon if you wish
to submit something and I will book you in. Text
& pictures due in by October 30th, 2009.
• Full Colour Printing for Newsletter:
• At the August Rover-Landers meeting there was
discussion once again about making the RoverLander into a full colour newsletter rather than
black and white with 4 pages of color for Spring
& Summer and 6 pages in the Winter Issue.
– Here is the printing quote from the company
currently being used and based on a 44 page
issue with 170 copies printed, costs would be
$1895.00 plus taxes.
Editor’s comment: I feel the funds of this club
can be put to better use in other areas than

being spent on full colour printing of the RoverLander, it is simply just a newsletter for our
club members.
• Merchandise Update:
25th anniversary grille badges: Andy has
ordered another 35 badges to make a total
limited run of 100. Most of the 35 are pre-sold.
Contact Andy to see if there are any left if you
are still interested.
• Whipsaw Funds:
Much discussion on the ideas presented at the
last meeting for spending some of the funds.
Alloy trail markers and dash plaques were
considered. Dave Blair renewed the suggestion of involving local area groups such as
the Blakeburn Historical group in a barbeque
sponsored by our club and held perhaps at the
old Granite City site. No resolution on any one
suggestion but the Whipsaw trail committee
will be meeting before the October run and will
finalize decisions. It was noted that Ray Hyland
would like to be more active by participating
on the WTC.
• Use of colour in Newsletter:
Although there was still support for the use of
more colour in the club newsletter it was noted
that for the time being the additional costs of
more colour content could not be supported
financially. Dave Blair presented information
that suggested the additional costs could easily
exceed the one quote included in the Newsletter
Editor’s comment. (above)
• Events:
– Canol Road: Four of the club participants of
this Run were in attendance after safely returning home from their landmark trip. Shawn
Doherty gave a brief account of some of the trip
highlights and has committed to do a full report
for the club newsletter. Shawn, Pete, Kris and
Dave spent time answering questions from the
floor about the trials and tribulations of their
adventure. Photographs can be found in the
gallery on the club website and through links
posted in the Events section of the web board in
the Canol thread. Pete reports that the group is
planning a special display for Founder’s Day.
– Treasure Mountain: Andy reported that the
trip was a great success and was particularly
enjoyed by the youngsters who came along.
– Hope Slide: Ray Hyland and family lent their
hospitality and guidance in exploring the rubble
of the Hope slide and surrounding trails. Ray
facilitated private access to gated areas and hosted the group at his home in the Sunshine Valley.
– Poison Mountain: Dave Tebbutt and John
Parsons will lead the Jim McEachern Run up to
the Poison Mountain area north of Pemberton
on the weekend of September 19th and 20th.
Leave Whatcom Road (Hwy 1) at 6 p.m. on
Friday night.
Camp Friday night at Mission Dam campsite

coordinates are 50°47’18"N 122°13’4"W.
The estimated driving time from Lillooet is 40
mins, last gas is in Lillooet. We should leave the
campsite at 10 a.m. and our route will be along
Carpenter Lake turning off on the Marshall
Lake Road and heading into the Mud Lakes
area and Swartz Lake. Possible campsite in
that area. We’ll see how things progress. Swing
around to Poison Mtn and from there we have a
few options depending on time regarding return
routes and other sights.
– Pitt Lake: Bernie has not finished his information gathering for this possible Run.
– Northwest Challenge: October 2nd, 3rd &
4th. Here is the updated information on this
year’s event as supplied by Mike Bach.
The Morrow County OHV area is located at:
N45º01'23.3"W 119º40'31.5". Steve has reserved
a nice group of campsites and the area charges
$10/night for camping. You will be able to set
up camp and leave it up for the entire event. Due
to hot and dry weather, the fire danger in the
area is currently high. As of this last weekend,
no 4WD’s were allowed on the trail and no fires
were allowed, only charcoal or camp stoves. Due
to cooling temperatures and a bit of rain in the
forecast this week, though, we have been assured
that the trails will be open to 4WD’s for the
event. It is possible that we will not be allowed
to have fires, so be prepared to cook with either
charcoal or a camp stove. Hopefully, some rain
will allow us to have a fire. If for some reason
you don’t feel like cooking at all, there is a little
snack-shack type place at the OHV area that runs
from 7 am - 6 pm on the weekends.
The only competitor fee for the event itself is
going to be $20 to cover t-shirts for the competitors & volunteers. If I have extra shirts, I’ll
sell them off at a reduced price to try to recoup
more of the costs. There will be no fees for
volunteers. All vehicles on the trails (competitors and volunteers) must have an Oregon ATV
permit, or a permit from another state accepted
by Oregon (Washington is OK). I don’t know
if B.C. has any off-road permit system? If they
do, we can check with atv.info@state.or.us to
see if they would be valid in Oregon. Permits
are available at the OHV area for $10.50/ea and
are good for two years. We are still scheduled to
kick off the event with a task starting at 8 p.m.
Friday night. You also have an opportunity to
pick up extra points on the way to the event. See
details on this at the end of this email.
Saturday will be full of driving, navigation, and
tasks. We have some fun tasks lined up and a
great group of dedicated volunteers to run them.
The PCRC will be providing dinner and dessert
on Saturday night. Sunday morning we will have
our final events, and aim to finish up with awards
by 12 p.m. since we all have long drives home.
Due to the fire danger, each vehicle must carry
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a shovel, axe and fire extinguisher. In addition,
each vehicle should be equipped with a first
aid kit, spare tire w/jack, front & rear recovery
points and extra water. You will need to have a
GPS for navigation (let us know if you want to
do the course without one for some reason). A
winch will be useful for the weekend, but is not
required equipment.
Now, to make the long trip to Morrow County
a bit more interesting, we’ve put together five
bonus questions that your team can complete

on the way to the event. I’ve attached a file with
all the questions in one place, but I’m not sure
if the PCRC list will let attachments through, so
here are the questions:
1. Find the GPS coordinates N 45º37'19.3"W
120º02'38.3". How many miles had the Oregon
Trail Pioneers traveled to this point?
2. Heppner is the Gateway to What?
3. How much is a Pepsi in Ruggs?
4. What year was Hardman Founded?
5. What is Anson’s last name?

Hopefully the meanings of these will become
clear on your trip down to the event! If I’ve left
out a piece of info that you would like, or you still
haven’t signed up but want to join the event, let
me (michael.j.bach@fritolay.com) or Steve Schoenfelder (steves@warn.com) know and we’ll get
you on the list. We have been working hard to put
together a fun event this year, and we’re looking
forward to a great weekend! See you all soon!

ing Founder’s Day will be included for each
member.
• Merchandise update:
25th Anniversary Grille Badges:
Contact Andy to see if there are any left if you
are still interested. 7 left as of meeting night.
Andy asked if anyone had ideas about merchandise for Founder’s Day.
There was some discussion about availability of
certain items from current stock but not much
about new or different items. Shawn stressed
that we have quite a bit of merchandise in stock
already, approximately $2600 worth. Lots of
mugs. One suggestion was for stainless travel
mugs. Shawn stressed that we have quite a bit
of merchandise in stock already, approximately
$2600 worth. Another prompt from the floor
was for hoody jackets in blue. Shawn stressed
that we have quite a bit of merchandise in stock
already, approximately $2600 worth.
• Whipsaw Committee:
Whipsaw Trail Committee met regarding the
October Run and has finalized arrangements.
Andy circulated two final choices for the trailmarkers and asked those present to vote for
the one they preferred. The one with a dark
coloured body 80-inch was the most popular.
• Events:
– Poison Mountain: Dave Tebbutt and John
Parsons led the Jim MacEachern Run up to the
Poison Mountain area north of Pemberton on
the weekend of September 19th & 20th. Eight
trucks made the run and had a great time. The
trip included Schraeder Lake and the Big Bar
reaction ferry.
– Northwest Challenge: October 2nd, 3rd &
4th. Pete Lembesis and Shawn Doherty competed
in Pete’s 110, Greg Sutfin ran the event solo in his
109, Dave and Pamela Blair competed in their Discovery II and Don MacDonald ran his NAS 110.
– Founder’s Day: There was much discussion

regarding the upcoming Founder’s Day preparations. Deposit on the Agriplex has been paid.
Andy will check to confirm that there are no
glitches with our booking. Andy asked again
about using the mud hill as part of the event
and there was interest from the floor in doing
this again. Shad Lievesley said that he would
arrange to have a RTI ramp for the event. The
concessionaires at the Agriplex will provide
catering. It was suggested that other driving
obstacles like a teeter-totter or balance ramp
could be present. Problems with overall space
if we have a big turn-out were identified. Final
planning of event highlights was held over for
further discussion.
– Whipsaw: October 23rd & 24th, this will
be the club’s last official Run on the Whipsaw
Trail. The Whipsaw Committee has decided to
incorporate the repair of a damaged water crossing not far from Lodestone Lake on Saturday
followed by a BBQ at Lodestone Lake Forest
Service Site that night. Sunday will see participants choose to proceed home via the route out
to the switchback on highway 3 or by reversing
their track to Coalmont. Several of those present at the meeting volunteered tracking down
supplies and equipment for the repair work.
Mark M., Bill E., Pete L., Kris M., Shawn D. &
Andy D. among others will report back on what
they can organize. David Vervaet has offered
to transport the larger supplies to the site in his
very studly Bedford.
– Christmas Dinner: Andrea Newton has
volunteered to organize Christmas dinner at
the White Spot on Cardero near Coal Harbour.
Some discussion about Andrea’s offer was followed by the members support of her arranging this event. Details will be posted on the
website.

Meeting adjourned at 8:55 p.m.

October Meeting Minutes
October 15th, 2009
Bill Eastwood recording.
Meeting commenced at 7:35 p.m., Ricky’s
Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.
Members Present: Andy Deane, Shawn
Doherty, Bill Eastwood, Roger Sutcliffe, Kris
Maksymuik, Shad Lievesley, Cameron Sainsbury, Mark Maksymuik, Pete Lembesis, Ted
Edwards, Dave Vervaet & Jonathan Fether.
Guests Present: none
• Minutes from the previous meeting:
Motion to accept by Andy Deane. Seconded by
Kris Maksymuik. Motion Carried.
• Treasurer’s Report:
Read by Shawn Doherty. Details will be posted
by Treasurer in the “Members Only” section of
the website.
• Membership Update: Read by Andy Deane
(as submitted by Pamela Blair)
Membership currently sits at 105 paid members for 2009. Welcome to the following new
members since the September Meeting: Ken
McDonald - Vancouver, Mark Bateman - Sooke
& Stephen Ford - Lantzville.
New member applications received after September 1st are valid until Dec. 31st, 2010. One
renewal already in for 2010. 2010 membership
renewal notices will be sent out to all in the
Winter issue of the Rover-Lander.
• Newsletter Report:
The Winter issue of the Rover-Lander is well
underway, filling up fast and is due out for
December 1st, 2009. All ad changes are due in
no later than November 15th, 2009.
Very little space left, but contact the Editor if
you have anything interesting in the way of
articles, news, photos or product reviews to submit. Text & pics due in no later than November
1st. As per usual an 8.5x11 b/w poster announc-

Meeting adjourned at 9:10 p.m.

November Meeting Minutes
November 19th, 2009
Bill Eastwood recording.
Meeting commenced at 7:35 p.m., Ricky’s
Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.

Members Present: Andy Deane, Christopher
Wiebe, Shawn Doherty, Bill Eastwood, Dave
Blair, Cory Paulger, Kris Maksymuik, Shad
Lievesley, Cameron Sainsbury, Mark Maksymuik, Pete Lembesis, Andrew Phillips, Dave

Vervaet, Jonathan Fether, Stuart Scantlebury,
Marc Kenton, Gary Spicer, Dave Fraser, Rick
Mellenger, Bernie Buttner, Dave Tebbutt.
Guests Present: None
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• Minutes from the previous meeting: Motion
to accept by Andy Deane. Seconded by Shawn
Doherty. Motion Carried.
• Treasurer’s Report:
Read by Shawn Doherty.
• Membership Update: Read by Andy Deane
(as submitted by Pamela Blair)
Membership currently sits at 106 paid members
for 2009. Welcome to the following new member since the October Meeting: Marc Kenton Vancouver. 4 renewals already in for 2010.
2010 membership forms will be sent out to all
in the Winter issue of the Rover- Lander.
All memberships expire as of December 31st,
2009 except those new members who signed on
after September 1st, 2009, those memberships
are valid until December 31st, 2010. New &
renewal memberships for 2010 can be mailed
into the Membership Coordinator, paid online
using PayPal. 2010 memberships will also be
processed onsite all day at Founder’s Day on
January 9th, 2010 at the check-in/registration
table near the main door.
• Newsletter Report: Read by Andy Deane (as
submitted by Pamela Blair)
The Winter issue of the Rover-Lander is almost
done and is booked to go to print on November
23rd and should be in the mail to all paid members by November 26th. 2 inserts are included
for members, the 2010 membership application
and a b/w Founder’s Day poster.
• Merchandise update:
The club has now purchased 100 Whipsaw
Trail markers for $234.57 with the intention of
better marking the main path of the Whipsaw
road next year. Those present at the meeting
received a sample. 500 new club decals have
been purchased with sticky backs. We still have
95 decals with sticky fronts in stock.
• Whipsaw Committee:
There have been no further meetings of the
committee since the organizing of the BBQ and
work party.
• Member News:
– Cory Paulger told the group about his recent
ride-along trip with several Land Rovers, retracing the route of the 1969 Baja 1000. The trip
lasted 22 days and covered some beautiful terrain according to Cory. The group was guided
by a multi-year competitor in the Baja 1000.
– New member and long term Land Rover
owner Marc Kenton told us of his ongoing work
of replacing the chassis of his 1970 88".

• Events:
– Chipmunk Creek
Andy asked about interest in a Run this Sunday
up in the Chipmunk Creek area. He will post
details on the website under the events section.
– Pitt Lake
No planned details from Bernie about this Run
but nothing likely to happen until spring.
– Clear Creek
Jonathan inquired about a possible Run up to
Clear Creek Hot Springs and wanted to know if
anyone had recent information on the trail conditions. Nobody could offer any helpful information and there was no further discussion.
– 4x4 Toy Run
Rick Mellenger reminded the group that the
annual Toy Run in Surrey that is sponsored by
the Sasquatch Four Wheel Drive Club is being
held on December 6th. Rick will post a notice
on our website in the Events section.
– Founder’s Day
Dave Blair has produced a poster for the event
and he had colour copies on hand for distribution. There was much discussion regarding the
upcoming Founder’s Day preparations. Andy
has confirmed we will be using the mud hill as
part of the event and that it will be open from
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Andy asked for volunteers to help out at the event. Bill volunteered
to help with the mud hill. Shad has arranged to
have an RTI ramp for the event. Kris and Mark
are putting together a teeter-totter. Dave Fraser
kindly accepted the duties of arranging for
raffle prizes. Pamela Blair will again deal with
entries and memberships. Mark will again put
on a field-fix tire inflation display. The concessionaires at the Agriplex will provide catering
from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Andy said it was the
Executive’s desire to see the proceeds from the
raffle cover at least half of the cost of the event.
The main center tables will be situated closer to
the concession end of the Agriplex so that the
ramp and teeter-totter can be accommodated
inside. There will also be a display put on by the
attendees of the Canol Road trip.
– Whipsaw
October 23rd & 24th the club held its last official Run of the year on the Whipsaw Road. The
Whipsaw Committee decided to incorporate the
repair of a damaged water crossing not far from
Lodestone Lake on Saturday followed by a
BBQ at Lodestone Lake Forest Service Site that
night. The event went off very successfully and

• The Whipsaw Trail Markers are done and ready to go
to be placed along the trail in the 2010 season.
• 100 trail markers were made and are 4x4” in size,
forest green on white. 88 say Whipsaw, 12 are blank
with just the truck logo and can be used on the
Champion, Badger & Tulameen trails.
• Thank you to Bailey Deane & Dave Blair for lending
their artistic skills in this logo creation.
• The Rover-Landers of BC working hard to promote
responsible trail usage in B.C.’s back country.

a complete write-up will follow in the winter
newsletter. Lars has posted a report on the BC
4x4 website after asking for our permission.
Subsequent posts reveal our efforts are generally well appreciated. Photos are posted on our
website in the gallery.
– Christmas Dinner
Andrea Newton has organized Christmas dinner
at the White Spot on Cardero near Coal Harbour.
Don MacDonald is the point of contact for RSVP.
Approximately 22 people are signed up already
for this December 17th event. See Don’s post in
the events section of the website for details.
– AGM
Andy asked the members about the timing
and location of the AGM. Andy pointed out
that running the AGM in conjunction with the
Founder’s Day event presents administrative
problems for the Executive and organizers. Distractions within the Agriplex during the meeting, time pressures and attendance were cited
as some of the problems. Andy’s preference was
to shift the AGM to the normal January meeting
slot on the third Thursday of the month. Several
of those present pointed out that some members and key volunteers come from the Island
and other parts of BC just to attend Founder’s
Day and that moving the AGM to another date
would force some of those individuals to opt
out of attendance at one or both events because
of time and cost pressures. Another suggestion
was to put it as a breakfast meeting just before
the Snowflake Chase on the day after Founder’s
Day. Several other options which involved different times or locations on Founder’s Day were
considered. A number of other ideas including
teleconferencing and proxy votes were added
to the mix. An unofficial pole of those present
did not provide any conclusive preference of
the membership. Ultimately the club executive
will decide on this matter and will advise the
membership of its decision.
– Prizes:
As a last minute item Gary Spicer suggested
that the club should do more to encourage
some of the older Series vehicles to come out
to Founder’s Day. Towards this end Gary has
offered for winners of categories for early
Series vehicles a vintage BC license plate corresponding to the year of the vehicle.
Meeting adjourned at 9:05 p.m.

~ Attention Members ~
Your membership to the Rover-Landers of BC expires at midnight
on December 31st, 2009. A handy dandy 2010 membership
form has been enclosed for your convenience in this newsletter.
Don’t delay, send in today, or renew online on the
Rover-Landers website using PayPal.
Pamela will be processing new and renewal
memberships at Founder’s Day on January 9th.
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the midst of the Coast Range of mountains.
We’d been having spectacular sunny days
on the coast and the weather was no different here; not a cloud in the sky as we
drove. On we go, one town and gas stop
blends into the next; the gearbox keeps
jumping out of fourth gear, better get that
bungee cord, Washington becomes Oregon
which becomes Idaho. It gets hotter and the
engine temperature gauge goes up with the
ambient temperature; on any sort of a hill
it goes well into the red.
Having had temperature problems on a
couple of other Land Rover expeditions, I
came prepared this time with a handheld
laser thermometer. Investigating, I found
the radiator isn’t too hot and is working
like it should. Checking does show that
number four cylinder is running hotter than
the rest. Out comes the tool kit, off comes
the valve cover and a few minutes later the
valve clearance is readjusted and we’re on
our way. The gauge still goes way up into
the red on hills but number four cylinder
isn’t as hot as it was.
Gasoline is vaporizing in the fuel line,
vapor lock, and the mechanical fuel pump
just isn’t getting enough fuel to the carb.
On a smoking-hot off ramp on the side
of the freeway, miles from anything, I
installed an electric pump in series with
the mechanical one. We don’t have another
fuel or vaporization problem the rest of the
trip; except for once, more on that later. It’s
still jumping out of fourth, still lacking a
bungee cord I guess, better get one!
Another night is spent driving, with just a
few hours sleep at another rest stop. “What
state are we in now?” The horizon and
landscape seems to have been the same for
the last eight hundred miles. One of my new
wheel seals is leaking and Salt Lake City is
just ahead. Bill and Great Basin Rovers are
there somewhere. A look in a local phone
book, punch a few figures into the GPS, 2
miles driving on city streets and we’re at a
place deep in Land Rovers. “It’s got to be
the place. What do you think Jared?”
We meet owner Bill Davis & Tom his
shop guy and got an introduction to the
shop. I buy a seal for the rear wheel, stuff
the drum and brake shoes in a parts washing machine and in an hour or so the new
seal is installed. Before we leave, the valve
cover comes off, yet again, to check to see
if there is oil pressure at the rocker shaft;
there is; we were worried because for the
last day and a half the oil pressure light

has been on, even at highway speeds. After
leaving Salt Lake City and somewhere in
Colorado, we finally buy the bungee cord!
No more jumping out of fourth: unless
we forget to put the bungee in place. We
wouldn’t forget would we?
A rest stop on the side of the road in
Colorado allowed us to get a few hours
sleep in the wee hours of the morning, and
thanks to a noisy reefer unit on a transport
truck, we got rolling about dawn to pull
into Leadville right in time for the 8 a.m.
registration. Don’t be worried about our
seeming lack of sleep. Often during the
day, while one drove, the other slept. So
we were getting more than just four or five
hours sleep a day.
Rally registration was actually on Tuesday but there was one set for Wednesday
morning too, before setting out for the
trails for the day. We hadn’t made reservations for a campsite and thought we would
just wing it. After meeting Paul Donohue
of the Solihull Society at the registration
desk, and getting some advice on campsites and the town, Jared and I drove away
to look for groceries and a home for the
week while the rest of the Rally members
headed out on the trails. We returned at
noon looking for a trail leader.
For some reason I expected trail leaders
to guide a trail and return to town for the
next group and there would be an endless
stream of trails and guides to follow. I must
be from a little hick town out west or something. (Oh! I am!) There was somewhere
around a dozen trail guides and when they
left first thing in the morning for their
designated trail, they were gone ALL day.
There was none of this morning trails and
then afternoon trail stuff. The trails were
singularly or in combination long enough
to last the whole day. So there we were,
noon in downtown Leadville at the big
Rally and nowhere to go.
After more advice from Paul, we ventured out to some popular grade four rated
trails that are clearly marked on government maps. We should be able to traverse
these on our own without getting into
difficulty, and see some of the country.
Thanks Paul! Awesome route! We drove
over the 13,200 foot Mosquito Pass Trail
and enjoyed every mile. The route is littered with old mine sites, deserted buildings and antique mining equipment. The
trails are so popular there is no need of
walking anywhere if you break down. In

the couple hours we were on Mosquito
Pass we passed well over a dozen other
vehicles out for the day, singularly and in
groups of two or three. And somewhere up
here is Bill Burke in his Land Rover leading a group from the Rally on a training
class. We didn’t see them, they must have
gone exploring up a side road.
After crossing Mosquito Pass and getting to Alma it was just a short drive along
highway 285 before the turn to a windy
Weston Pass. This was an easy grade three
trail that would take us back to Leadville
after topping out at 11,900 feet. There was
less traffic on it, possibly because it wasn’t
as challenging but it was certainly scenic.

Mosquito Pass

Weston Pass

Arriving back at the registration hall
in the late afternoon, we found Bill Burke
there with his trail members from the day.
He was putting on a jacking and recovery
safety workshop. It made an informative
and entertaining completion to our first day
at the Rally.
The four days we were in the area it
rained every day, usually in the evening
or overnight. Lightning happens here in
the mountains every afternoon; if it’s 3:00,
there’s a lightning show somewhere up here
and the rest of the day is bright and sunny.
The daily rain keeps the dust down and
bushes cool; fire hazards are low enough
that campfires are allowed. Some of the
night time lightning shows are awesome.
Thursday I had hoped to do one of the
routes with a trail rating of five, just to
see how this stock rig and driver would
handle it. The overnight rain looked like it
was going to continue through the day (it
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didn’t) and the low ceiling and mist swayed
me from trying the trail. We elected to head
an hour out of town and do the Tincup Pass
route. It was a good decision and a long
day. We headed in convoy from Leadville
very close to the 8 a.m. start, stopped for
gas before leaving the highway and at the
trailhead had a poke around the business
section of the community of Tincup. The
general store has a multitude of hummingbird feeders hung above the boardwalk and
hummingbirds must travel to them from
miles around because feeders are loaded
with 6 to 8 birds each and the birds are flitting from feeder to feeder making for some
busy flight ways. I have photos of this
but they don’t do justice to the real thing.
Across the road from the general store are a
couple of boys feeding chipmunks.
These chipmunks acted a little different
than any others you might know. Firstly
there were dozens of them, second, they
weren’t afraid of people. Chipmunk feed is
for sale at the store and the little creatures
know it. The two boys sitting there had
chipmunks all over their laps and climbing up their legs and arms to get the seedy
snacks. The trailhead is right of town,
heading up the mountainside to the alpine
with great views. After a photo session at
the Continental Divide and Pass summit
sign, we continued on to one of the alpine
lakes for a lunch break. During the lunch
break it was interesting to look at some
of the expedition equipped vehicles, even
more interesting later to read about these
same vehicles in issues of the Overland
Journal magazine.
The lead vehicle and trailing one have
radio communication with each other over
Citizen Band radios, most of the rest of
us have CBs as well and there is good
chatter explaining various aspects of the
trail. At one point the “tail-end Charlie”
left the group and we assumed the job. It
was while climbing one of the steep sections of the trail that we learned it’s good
to have a vehicle behind you when Jared
asked “How long has the back door been
open?” I ran back along the trail looking
for flotsam and jetsam that might have
been expelled. At about 12,000 feet and
with a steep climb back to the 109, having
found nothing laying in the ruts, I decided
to backtrack no farther and give up as lost
anything that may have come out. During
the rest of the trip we found nothing missing so what ever was gone, must not have

been too important. This was after Tincup
Pass, 12,154', and on the way to Cumberland Pass, 12,015', and was followed by
Hancock Pass, 12,140', in an area littered
with 14,000 foot peaks.
Our leader took us to a high alpine
museum and historic site of an alpine railway tunnel and rock work done to make
the railway possible. We stopped at some
dilapidated mine buildings on our way
back down and continued to town, arriving in Leadville at about 7:00 p.m. (eleven
hour trip), right in time for the Rally cocktail party and the finger food that made our
dinner for the night. The evening ‘Meet
& Greet’ was at the Leadville Mining
Museum. The museum was a highlight; I
sure enjoyed our time spent there. It was
a long and satisfying day. Did I mention
there were no breakdowns?
Friday was a day with no planned trails.
Jared and I explored town, got a museum
tour and ate in town; best Chinese food
I’ve had in years! It was the vendor show
day, so mid afternoon various vendors with
an interest in Off Road and Land Rovers
put on their displays. It was uplifting how
many businesses promote the sport, the
Land Rover name, and outdoor activity
in general. Everything from Land Rover
dealers to tents, fridges and paintball were
represented and displayed. A raffle was part
of the day’s attraction. Did I buy enough
tickets? Everything you can imagine was
raffled off, from pick axes to tee shirts. Two
main prizes were a high-tech trail refrigerator and a roof top tent. Despite buying a fist
full of tickets, I didn’t win a thing; but a guy
from Land Rover Flatirons (a dealer north
of Denver) gave me a tee shirt.

Saturday we decided on a set of trails
that would eventually get us looking down
on Vale’s highest ski run. After mustering at the downtown gathering site and
lining up behind our chosen route master
for the day, sixteen Land Rovers headed
out to enjoy this route. There was a bit
more bush to drive through, and lots more

traffic. I didn’t count but I bet that on the
trail we met up with and passed over four
dozen other vehicles; a merry mix of 4x4’s,
ATV’s and motor bikes, even a horse. We
had minor creek crossings, alpine meadows, shepherds with their flock, and got to
look across the valley and down onto the
ski lodge at the top of Vale’s highest run.

Cumberland Pass

My only off-road casualty of the trip
happened on this gentle drive. Just as my
front wheels were approaching the peak of
a long steep and rocky climb, the engine
sputtered and stalled: it wouldn’t restart.
One of the others in the group gladly
dragged me a car length to get me over the
top. Just as I was cresting the hill under
tow, I noticed I had that new electric fuel
pump shut off. Flip of the switch, on with
the ignition and she was running like nothing had happened. Two more high mountain passes were crossed this day. I don’t
know their names but they were both in the
11-12,000 foot range.
Saturday was a short day so we could
get ready for the Rally Dinner at the Mining Museum hall. The hall was full with
about 300 Rally participants and organizers. The company and meal were good but
we ended the evening early to get in a good
night’s sleep. First thing in the morning we
were breaking camp and heading for home.
Our trip home was somewhat longer than
the route south. We stopped in Yellowstone
National Park to do some touristy things
and Cardston, Alberta saw a stop to see the
Remington Carriage Museum. From there
we took the Crowsnest Pass and Highway
3 back to the coast. The trip was somewhat
uneventful except for the wipers breaking
in Alberta, I fixed them just in time to cross
into BC where it wasn’t raining. Then of
course the starter motor shorted out. Good
thing for a hand-crank; really draws the
crowds at gas stations and on the ferry.
Together with ole #78 we arrived home
after 3900 miles. A pretty good shakedown cruise after a four year repair job!
Let’s see... what’s next?
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lost. Looking very closely we managed to
locate the remains of the old trail and find
our way into the trees, through some boggy
bits that quads and 4x4’s had chewed up,
with Ray’s GPS saying we were 300m
from Wells. At 11:30 we rolled into Wells
Lake exactly where we thought we would.
Yeah, success, another route found!!
Looking east towards Treasure Mountain

accomplished up on Sutter, the route up
and down was challenging, the views spectacular and the weather perfect.
The triad decided to keep pushing along
and check out the rec site at Jacobson Lake
hoping it would be a good spot to set up
camps for the night... and it was.
At 4:30 the three Rovers pulled into a
small newly built forestry site that was perfect and empty. The weather was warm and
sunny when we arrived and the altimeter
said we were about 4200 feet.
The campfire ban had recently been
lifted in the Similkimeen so after camps
were set up and organized, dinner cooked
and consumed, the big Rover Boys set to
getting a fire going for all to enjoy.
Oliver & Jaime busied themselves chasing squirrels and the young Rover Boys set
off playing samurai warriors in the trees,
collecting more wood and doing what
young boys do best... run around. Young
Liam and I put out some bread chunks and
watched the Whiskey Jacks fearlessly fly
into camp to grab a free meal.
We departed Jacobson Lake on Sunday
morning about 10:00 saying, “Yup, this one
is definitely a keeper, we will be staying
here again."

Our aim for Sunday was to find the old
route off the Tulameen River Road cross
Gellatly Creek and come in on the western
side of Wells Lake. When on the Whipsaw
Trail one descends into Wells Lake from
the south end if coming in from Hwy 3.
Crossing Gellatly Creek we climbed
up the mountain side and came into a
clear-cut, for a few minutes all seemed

A stop here to show the Hyland’s Willow’s & Charlie’s memorial plaque and
to stretch legs again. It did not take much
encouragement from me to have the lads
all climb on the old snowmobile shack and
pose for a perfect Rover Boys photo op.
The Rover Boys

As Ray & crew had yet to complete the
entire Whipsaw Trail, the obvious way out
for the day was to head up out of Wells,
finish the trail and hit Hwy 3.
It was a great scamper up out of Wells
with the trail being quite dry. Our Disco
sporting some newer back springs found its
jackrabbit mode and before long we were
all munching sammies at the lake in Hudson Meadows (minus bugs this time). The
cooler temps of only 12ºC made for a pleasant lunch there without the constant pester
of buzzing and biting mosquitoes.

We carried on down and out through the
switchbacks stopping again for the young
Rover Boys at the old exploded mine and
core sample shed. Many theories are still
being voiced as to how all those metal
shards became embedded into the trees.
Around the 16km mark we passed the
spot where the August 8th weekend accident happened and an Abbotsford man lost
his life. He must have really been flying up
the road or perhaps had swerved to miss
a deer, the road is easy there and the bank
down is not very steep at all. Poor fellow,
very sad and tragic.
We hit Hwy 3 about 3:30 p.m. where we
said good-byes and thanked all for a great
weekend out. The Deane’s & Hyland’s headed west and us together with the Rover Pups
headed east to Princeton and up Hwy 5A.
"See you next trip!"

Lunch finished, Rover Pups & Boys
forced out of the lake and Boys once again
searching for more dry socks we continued
on our way reaching the graves by 2:10.
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Canol Road Expedition • Yukon / NWT - Aug. 15 - Sept. 1st, 2009

Text by Shawn Doherty
Photos by Shawn Doherty & Dave Fraser
I believe that this story began several
years ago when John Parsons suggested the
Canol Heritage Trail as a possible route for
an expedition. The vast distance to the start
of the trail and the unknown quality and
condition of the trail quickly put the idea
into hibernation. Dave Blair then picked
it up and started to plan as well but there
was always the problem of the unknown
river crossings, sketchy information from
hiker’s reports and the time required off
work for an expedition into the unknown.
When Pete Lembesis got involved this
year it seemed to rekindle the interest and
the plan started a momentum of its own.
I became involved from the support end
as I thought there was little chance for
success, but that soon changed and the
support group was eventually phased out.
Pete Lembesis together with Kris & Mark
Maksymuik built a knockdown ferry to
transport the trucks across the rivers, and it
seemed we were really going to go.
After close to six months of planning,
prepping the trucks and loading supplies
the day finally arrived for us to leave. The
final list was now down to two Series III
109’s, two Defender 110’s, a Defender
90 and a Unimog. The 90 with Norman
Hendry and his friend Andy Jung would
leave Calgary and meet us in Watson Lake.
The Unimog with Charlie & Martha Aarons leaving Anchorage, Alaska and would
meet us at Ross River. The remaining six
of us, Dave Fraser and his son Scott, Pete,
Kris, myself and O’Doul met at Whatcom
Road and drove to Cache Creek on Day 1.
In Cache Creek we met Dave & Pamela
to pick up synthetic rope on loan to us from
Rovering Recovery and from there we drove
up to Prince George where we met Stuart
Longair for dinner and a place to stay.
The next morning we had breakfast in
PG, picked up some supplies and headed
out to visit with Gerald Bolduc. By now it

was 1:30 p.m. and so we headed off north
towards Fort St. John. We stopped in Fort
St. John for dinner and headed out to find
a place to camp, this took us until midnight
the our second night in a row.
On the Day 3 we drove to Watson Lake
in the Yukon where we were to meet Norman & Andy. We were very late of course,
as it took us around fifteen hours to get
there. We got acquainted with them and
drove off to a side road to find a campsite,
again it was after midnight. The next day
saw us already at Day 4, August 18th.
We all drove back into Watson Lake
to purchase supplies and fuel and take a
group picture at the ‘Forest of Signs’. It
was after noon by the time we departed
for Ross River so there was little chance of
making the Ross River ferry.

The Robert Campbell Highway to Ross
River is mostly a narrow dirt road, but we
came to a wide spot under construction and
the flagger told us to put it in four wheel
drive and avoid the construction vehicles. I
soon learned that if I met a trucker coming
the other way I better get off the road, as
the roads are crowned in the middle and the
big trucks liked to drive down the centre
and they would not move over.
We finally arrived in Ross River but too
late for the ferry, so we met the local gas
supplier who opened up his store to allow
us to fill our gas cans – totalling about
1000 litres. Meanwhile Andy kept the local
café open so we could have some dinner.
After dinner we drove back out of town to
the local camp site where we met up with
Charlie & Martha and their big Unimog.
The next day, August 19th, Day 5, we
crossed Ross River and met Mad Mike the
ferry operator, local hunter, guide, fur supplier and colour man. He was very interested in our trucks and our trip, so Dave gave
him a Canol sticker for his door. We drove
on, finally on the north Canol. The road
was not bad, a lot of pot-holes but easy
to drive. The view was impressive as we
headed toward the Mackenzie Mountains

and the day was cloudy with sunny breaks.
We stopped at Dragon Lake for lunch.
After lunch we carried on and came
across a car whose front wheel had fallen
off. The wheel was reinstalled and Pete
welded the wheel nut on as the threads
were damaged. We advised them to go
back to Ross River to have the car fixed.
We carried on again and came to our first
row of WW II trucks. This was very exciting and we took lots of pictures, sat in the
trucks and enjoyed the moment.
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On again, we were looking for a place
to camp. Mad Mike had given us his key to
his hunting camp but we simply could not
find it! We pulled off on a side road high
above the valley and set up camp. The day
had turned a bit cold and dark but we were
still able to build a fire for warmth.
Martha & Charlie have a beautiful Unicat camper on their Unimog with all the
comforts of home but unlike other camper
people they didn’t just retire inside and
stay there. They stayed outside by the
fire with the rest of us and I know we all
enjoyed their company; they were a very
genuine and nice couple.
The next morning August 20th, Day
6. We headed on to the North West Territories. We stopped at the border for a few
pictures then moved on. From here on the
road started to deteriorate. The bridges had
all fallen down so we had to start driving
through the rivers. This made for a lot of
picture taking which slowed things down
but was a lot of fun. We also came to more
old trucks and some old buildings so we
stopped for these as well.

soon came to the Old Squaw Lodge where
we stopped and they offered us coffee and
cookies. Another great photo opportunity.
We carried on from here and came to a
mud hole. Norman & Andy were able to
drive across an old plank bridge but the rest
of us drove through the mud hole and there
was some winching to get out.
After this we came to an old army camp
with the odd old truck lying about and
several buildings in disrepair. One building
was obviously used by hikers and hunters
and had a log book in it with an entry from
a group of Toyotas that were just a few
days in front of us. We were going to camp
here but it was very swampy and wet, so
Pete & Kris went looking for a better spot
and soon came back to lead us on. We
arrived at a picture perfect place by a winding grassland stream. Some caribou came
by but O’Doul sent them packing. We built
a fire and Kris set up his shower, complete
with a screen and change room, it felt fantastic. There was a cold wind blowing but
the fire was cozy.

that we could not keep this up or we would
get nowhere. Norman & Andy drove their
90 right through the brush the rest of us
following.
Over the next few days we were to take
turns driving up front pushing brush down
with everyone doing more than their share.
We drove on through the brush, the road
was really a single track trail made by the
horses of the hunters from Rams Head
Outfitting still many miles ahead.
There were many washouts but we made
good time – about walking pace. We drove
past an empty hunting camp and came to a
spot where the road was gone so we followed
the horse trail down to a river. The water was
only about a foot deep and forty feet across
so we made it over with little trouble. We
had to dig our way down to the river as the
track was too slanted on one side.

O’Doul patrols for caribou

We were now into the Barrens, high
country grassland with no trees in sight.
There were mountains around with glaciers
on them but no trees. The track started to
get really rough. Charlie decided not to
continue on, as it turned out this was a
good choice as it got much rougher and
turned into a boulder field with a river
running through it. We were sorry to see
Charlie & Martha go but their truck was
much too big for the road.
After the boulder field the road got
smoother and we started to see caribou. We

The next morning was clear but cold. I
put most of my winter clothes on, had coffee and went for a short walk with O’Doul.
The countryside was getting more wild
and stunning with each passing hour and
the air was amazingly clear. Mountains in
the distance looked very close; it was hard
to judge distance. This was Day 7, August
21st, and we traveled for some hours on
a fairly good road but had to cross some
difficult mud sections. We started to drop
down into the Intga River valley and the
road disappeared, washed away by the
river. There were a lot of boulders and
rocks but we were able to pick our way
through. We spent some time route finding
and crossed the river a few times we eventually found the road again and had to start
clearing trees and brush off the road.
This we believe is as far as the Toyotas
got as they had done some clearing themselves which seemed to suddenly stop.
After a few hours of this it was obvious

When we got to the other side it was
decided to make camp as we were very
tired. Since we had lost a bit of elevation
and were travelling in the high river valley
there were now trees around us, they were
around 60' tall and just close to the river,
not on the mountain slopes at all. The next
morning, Day 8, August 22nd, we awoke
to some reasonable weather. Although cold
is was nice to not have the drizzle about us
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all the time.
We pushed on through the brush, O’Doul
trotting along behind the truck as he did
most days, we came to several tricky washout sections but slowly putted through. We
stopped at an old bridge and Kris came
face to face with a grizzly who ambled
away not much concerned, unlike us.
We left the river behind and crossed
a wide valley floor all the time pushing
down brush until we arrived at a series
of beaver dams and a river completely
blocking the trail. Like many obstacles we
came to, this required at fair bit of time
route – finding and discussion on how to
proceed. We decided to follow an old ATV
track just below the dam and for this we
needed to use the raft sections as a bridge.
Although this section was only around 100
yards long it was muskeg and we had a lot
of winching to do as there were many sinking areas. Kris’s trailer turned over (Kris
not driving) and Pete sunk up to his axles
trying to position his truck to winch it back
out. Norman and Dave had to use both
their winches to get Pete out. We eventually crossed the river but this little section
had cost us five hours.

We proceeded on as before through the
brush and I started to hear a gear whine.
I stopped and looked under the truck and
my transfer case oil plug was missing. Just
prior we had stopped for Pete to straighten
his steering arm, the brush and rocks were
taking a toll on the trucks. Kris, O’Doul
and I walked back to see if we could find
the transfer case plug we walked for around
an hour with no luck. When we came back
empty handed Pete was standing there with
a wooden plug he had carved. The plug
was installed on the inside of the transfer
case cover and the cover was reinstalled
with the plug to the high side.
We carried on again pushing down the
brush and eventually came to a large slide
across the whole valley, the road was completely gone. We drove carefully through
the rock until we came to the Ekwi River

and it was decided to camp. We were now
on the wrong side of the valley from the
road and there was no sign of it anywhere.

The next morning Day 9 Aug. 23rd we
crossed the river several times climbing
steep exits. Kris was still able to make it
even pulling the trailer. We crossed another
large landslide and crossed the river again
and ended up in a large valley. We could
see buildings up on a ridge above us which
we thought must be part of the road, so
we spent a great deal of time route finding
and after a couple of hours found a narrow
track leading in the right direction.
We followed the track carefully and
ended up high on the valley at an old pump
station. There were lots of old trucks there
and the road looked quite good. With spirits high we set off again crossing a few
slides and washouts and eventually we
came to Rams Head Outfitters.
Here we were greeted with surprise but
not enthusiasm so we moved on climbing
up past the Godlin Lakes where the track
became quite muddy and required a fair bit
of tree clearing at which Norman & Andy
set out to do, with the rest of us eventually
lending a hand. A few more hours of this
and we came to the Godlin River and set up
camp. The river looked deep and there was
a steep bank on the other side.

The next morning Day 10 August 24th,
I waded through the river and found it not
more that 30” deep so not too bad. I dug
out the bank to make a ramp up the other
side cleared some brush and within a short
time we were all across. We kept following the road pushing down brush and small

trees as we went. We came to a wash out
with some deep mud; I made it through but
hit a tree on a steep side slope with my roof
rack and tore it off. I stopped to fix my rack
with the help of Norman and Kris took out
the tree for the rest to get through.
Next we came to a series of Godlin
River crossings. The first was fast flowing and about 3’ deep. As the road was
completely washed away by the river we
were going to have to drive down the river
about 100 yards to get back on the road.
We mapped out the river putting coloured
rocks on the bank signifying when to turn
or cross and drove through, it worked quite
well. It wasn’t long after this that we came
to another wash out, this time we had to
hug the river bank for about 50 yards.
Norman had his back wheel slip in a
hole and almost tipped the 90 over. We all
came over and hung off the side while he
moved forward onto level ground. Back
on the road it was only a short while again
before we had to cross the river again this
time the road was washed out for 200
yards. The approach was steep a drop of
about 15’ into the river, we all made it
down without too much trouble. Then we
crossed an island and then crossed the river
and then had to cross the river again to gain
access to the road.
We continued on through a bit of a
mountain pass and a helicopter circled us.
It landed on a rock slide beside us. The
conservation officer from Norman Wells
was aboard along with the Minister of the
Environment and the Minister of Tourism.
We had a nice chat and they wished us
luck. The pilot told us we were the first
trucks in here for 60 years.
We carried on and we came to a huge
slide with no sign of the road only a wide
long valley with steep mountains on all
sides. O’Doul and I hiked down into the
valley and spent about an hour looking for
the road. We crossed the slide and eventually found the road high on the mountain
and followed it back to the slide. Then I
flagged out a route through the slide back
to our trucks. Slowly we crossed the slide
and the road became quite good for awhile
until we came to another slide. This was a
beautiful spot high over the valley and we
stopped for a rest and to take pictures.
Then we crossed the slide and the road
started to descend and we came to a short
steep slide where we would not be able
to proceed. This slide was about 50 yards
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across and required us all to dig out a road
to get across. This took only about an hour
but the crossing was still steep and tippy.
We were heading down into the valley
and you could see the road hugging the
sides of the valley for miles. The trees and
brush became quite thick, it was hard to see
obstacles on the trail. Kris almost lost the
trailer on a steep hidden ditch. I was in front
at this time and I barely stopped in front of
a hidden wash out which would have rolled
my truck 200’ down to the valley floor.

We decided there was not going to be
enough time to make it to the Twitya River
which was our goal. We could cut trees
down all we want but would still have to
turn around. So instead we carved a sign for
our expedition and posted it in a tree which
took about seven hours. Then we drove
back to the little campsite we had found
earlier in the day and stayed the night.
We cleared a road around the washout
and proceeded a little more slowly. The
trees became thicker and closer together
but still I pushed them down until I finally
became wedged. We stopped and cut trees
for quite a way and there was talk of trying to make it down to the valley floor, but
there was no way down. We made very
slow and little progress. It was starting to
get dark and we decided to just stop on the
trail and camp. Spirits were low; there was
not enough room for Norman & Andy’s
tent so they just slept in their seats.
The next morning, Day 11, August 25th,
I hiked down the road a bit and it opened
up right down to the river where there was
a nice little campsite. We decided to get off
the road as it was just too treed in and made
for impossibly slow progress.
We drove down the river valley for a
while crossing the river several times and
eventually the valley became narrow and
the river deep so we could not proceed
this way either. We went back the way
we had come and eventually found a way
back onto the road. The road was washed
out and heavily treed in so we stopped and
hiked in about a mile. It was treed in the
whole way and would require a day to clear
just a mile of it.

I had a little problem with water in my
ignition on the way back to camp and Pete
pulled me to shore to dry out. We had been
driving deep into this back country following river valleys the whole way. The water
was rarely more that 30” deep but there
was quite a concern if it rained heavy in the
mountains that they would rise sharply and
trap us. Fuel as well was quite a concern
for the petrol trucks. I knew I had plenty of
fuel I had brought 80 gallons after following the advice of several of our members.
In low range I had a range of only 100
miles so I had enough left with a safety
margin of an extra day to make it back.
The next morning Day 12 August 26th
we decided to head back up the river valley instead of the route we had come which
was through the trees. Our progress was
quite good but again the valley started to
narrow and we had to get back to the road

at some point. We came to a large rock
slide and decided to drive up it as we recognized where we were. It was steep but
the trucks slowly picked their way up it
with a little trouble.
We were driving over more difficult
terrain on a normal basis than club Runs
ever see. We finally arrived at the road high
above the valley and headed back the way
we had come. We made very good progress
this day as the route was mapped out for
us. When we came to the next large slide
we just had to follow the flagging we had
left two days before. We climbed out of the
valley and started to cross the Godlin River
as before except now we had to climb a
steep shelf which took some winching.
The next crossing was where Norman had
almost turned over so he and Andy carefully made it through.
Pete ran into trouble and started to roll
into the river so he turned into it and drove
through the deep water to the other side
then turned back again and upon exiting
became stuck up to his axles. Dave’s truck
was used as an anchor and Pete winched
himself out.
The next two crossings were no problem and we passed our camp from two
days before. We were well on our way
along the Godlin Lakes. We came to a bad
muddy hill where we all winched off each
other in a row. We carried on making good
progress and eventually made it back down
to the Ekwi River valley where we made
camp, close to our Day 8 campsite.
The next day was August 27th, Day 13,
we crossed the Ekwi River following our
route as before. This time we spent less
time taking pictures and more time driving
so made very good progress. I had to put
O’Doul back in the truck as he was swept
down river a few times and was having
trouble keeping up to our pace. Up until
now he had run almost the whole way.

We came to the beaver dam and crossed
the area in less than half the time. We still
had to winch but we were fast at it with all
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Memorial Run ~ continued from Page 21

From the top of China Head we could
see smoke plumes rising from about a
dozen hot spots still on fire down below on
the back of Big Dog Mountain.
Off China Head the group continued
east in hopes of reaching the Schraeder
Lake Rec Site to camp before dark.
Our all black Jaime led the two other dogs
in a quick bee-line for the refreshing cool
waters of the mighty Fraser River.

issue of the Rover-Lander, he was thrilled.
Over the Fraser and back as a group
again we headed up into the interesting and
bleak hills on the east side of the Fraser.
Greg & Bob still in front as ‘Lead
Dogs’, led the group up towards Jesmond
and then turned us off to the right onto the
Big Bar Road. The lower route out to Clinton via the Kelly Creek Road was closed
due to fires still burning in that area. B.C.
has really had its share of fires this year
and many were still burning.

Jaime, Oliver & Taj head for cool water

The Schraeder Lake Rec Site was small
and clean and the lake and surrounding area
was spectacular with fall colors. Camps set
up, dinners cooked we all soon huddled
around the campfire as the evening cooled
off fast after the sun was down.
This trip we not only celebrated the
memory of our pal Jim but it was also
my birthday (yes 29th!!). Knowing a cake
would never survive the trip, I had brought
along a tub of mini chocolate eclairs to celebrate with everyone. We won’t mention
here just how many eclairs Paul downed,
for what happens on a Rover Run stays on
a Rover Run, right??
It was a cold night that we think got
down to about -4º and was a two sweater
night for Oliver as well as him being
wrapped up into a polar-fleece blanket
cocoon. Jaime, who refuses to wear dog
clothes spent the night being a complete
bed-pig hogging not only my -40º down
sleeping bag but my airbed as well. Better
have a wee chat with that Rover Pup before
the next trip!
Up to clear skies on Sunday we all
stayed bundled up until the sun made its
sunny appearance and beamed down some
very welcome warming rays.
Departure time was to be between 9:45
and 10:00, we were all ready to go when
the Red Devil once again shook his horns,
this time with another fuel related issue.
The group eventually rolled out of
Schraeder Lake about 11:20 heading south
to the West Pavillion Road which would
take us up over and down to the reaction
ferry on the Fraser River. The day had
warmed up considerably by this time and
as we waited for the ferry layers of warm
clothing were quickly shed or ripped off.

Little Big Bar Lake

When we reached the ferry spot it was
noon and the sign said the ferry was down
from 11:45 till 1:00, most likely the time
the ferryman went in for lunch. However
Paul called over and the operator came
right out. Within a few minutes the BigBar1062 was across the Fraser and ready
to take the first load over. The ferry being
small can only take two trucks per load so
it took almost an hour and a half to get all
eight trucks on and over to the other side.

Big Bar Ferry

The ferryman was a super friendly fellow who grew up in the Chilcotin in the
bush east of Quesnel and get this... he owns
a 1961 Land Rover!! As there was a resident dog on the other side up at the house
the ‘dog trucks’ went across last and Dave
& I presented the ferryman with a Summer

Flying along the Big Bar Road we
turned left into Little Big Bar Lake where
a welcome stretch and ‘pee’ break was had
by humans and canines.
The Memorial Run group rolled off the
Big Bar Road onto highway 97 into busy
weekend traffic (always a shock after having been in the bush for a couple of days)
and we all headed down into Clinton for
fuel, air and snacks.
The off-road portion of the trip now
done, tribute paid to Big Jim, birthday
eclairs completly consumed, a new RoverLander member and Rover Pup signed up
(welcome Ken & Taj), it was now time for
the group to say bye to each other and head
the Rovers for home and their garages.
This was an awesome Run into a great
area with a fabulous group. I am sure we
did Jim proud! Thanks Jeremy for coming
out again to help us remember your dad,
and good luck finding that Disco you want.
Who knows folks, someday soon we will
have the next generation of McEachern out
Rovering the same trails Big Jim once did.
It will be a treat to see Jeremy showing
his young son Caden the trails that his dad
once drove and showed him.
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this Challenge with ole #78 picking up 18
points. Yeah Greg! Go BC!!
On 0to the last Challenge of the day (still
snowing), Teams were required to drive a
course of pylons, co-driver again running
about, drive along a log with both passenger-side tires on it (in theory), hook up to a
log, drag it up and over a hill and back to the
finish line. It was wet and muddy and the
log was slippery by the time it was our turn.
That’s my story and I’m sticking to it!

to crawl into their own frozen tents, trucks
and icy cold sleeping bags.
It was a long cold night when we emerged
out of snow covered tents and trucks, the
fire was quickly lit and after breakfasts
were consumed we set off as a group back
out to the rock quarry play area.
Here we were given our last Challenge
that consisted of a course through cones up
a steep hill, over, down and around some

Don squeaking past the top cone ????
With lightening speed, Chauncey attaches the
strap to the log behind Doug’s ole Blue

The modern Disco II & the LR3 proved
to be jackrabbits here for Dave & Ryan
Shawn guides Pete’s 110 along the log

So far, the weather and events had not
allowed much in the way of photo ops, but
while I waited here I was able to snap off a
few lukewarm action shots.
Back at camp with everyone warming
up by the fire watching boots and pant legs
steam our faithful volunteers set to getting
supper ready for all eighteen competitors
and the volunteer crew. Of interest here was
that the fire ban had just been lifted from
the park the day before we all arrived. They
put us on controlled times for the camp fire
but nothing could have burned in the park
that weekend as everything was soaked.
Mike, Steve & Lou somehow had twisted Randy, the park caretaker’s arm to allow
NWC use of the building that housed the
concession trailer. So very grateful, we
all chowed down and hunkered in close
to the two propane heaters while the wind
howled outside and the rain and ice rattled
the windows. Gradually most made tracks
through the snow to their frozen tents
while the group from BC (the great white
north, so they say) moved in even closer
to the heaters, all seeming quite reluctant

rocky bits with points taken off for hitting
or touching cones, stalling, shunting ~ you
know the usual trials stuff. Everyone ran
the course here except the de Steigeurs
from Washington and their little SIII 88",
they felt it would not have enough oompff
to climb the steep hill.
Once again the invincible Doug Shipman
won this Challenge in ole Blue which looks
like a SIIa but is really a bulldog wrapped
around a V8. However, the modern Land
Rovers consisting of our Discovery and the
LR3 were forces to be reckoned with here
with both trucks going almost clear and
only losing 4 points apiece. Must be that
cool invention called power steering.
Jesse Coombs, the newbie at this event
who had just bought his D90 three days

Dennis Bell’s V8 powered Series I

before NWC learned a lot about his driving,
his truck and Land Rover capabilities fast at
this event: like airing down and low range
on steep hills really helps. This being said,
Jesse put up a grand effort and after three
attempts and finally airing down (thanks to
Pete), made it up the hill and finished the
course. Only 4 points earned here for their
Team, but they finished. Well done!
All Challenges now run and done it was
back to camp to pack up wet tents, tarps,
canopies, muddy boots and soggy clothes.
The NWC crew headed into the warm concession building to tally up all the points
and determine this year’s overall winner.
In the end the unstoppable Team of
Doug Shipman & Chauncey Curl in ole
Blue from Oregon took home the crown,
but BC rocked with two Teams tying for
the #2 spot. Congrats to Don & Dave ~
awesome job Boys!!! But they had trusty,
fearless ‘go for it’ co-drivers didn’t they?
Big thanks to all the crew on a job well
done on this the 21st consecutive running
of Northwest Challenge. The 2009 NWC
Crew: Steve & Scott Schoenfelder, Mike &
Christine Bach, Lou & Rae Tauber, John
Miller and Ginny & Fozzie the Rover Pups.
•
1st

2009 NWC Final Placings
OR

2nd BC
2nd BC
4th OR
5th OR
6th OR
7th WA
8th BC
9th BC

•

Doug Shipman & Chauncey Curl
SII Hybrid
376 pts
Dave Blair & Pamela Blair
Disco II
346 pts
Don MacDonald & Rob Kirchmeier
D110
346 pts
Dennis Bell & Ran Freundich
SI 88"
340 pts
Ryan & Wayne Phelps
LR3
338 pts
Jesse Coombs & Laura Cohen
D90
331 pts
Allen de Steigeur & Nick de Steigeur
SIII 88"
295 pts
Greg Sutfin & Jason Tucker
SIIa 109" / RR
261 pts
Pete Lembesis & Shawn Doherty
D110
237 pts
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Land Rovers in the News

Funeral Motorcade of Range Rovers
& Rolls Royces
July 8th, 2009
Source: internetautoguide.com
Land Rover of Encino and O’Gara Coach
Company of Beverly Hills, California,
provided the Jackson family and friends
with 2009 Range Rovers and 2009 Rolls
Royces for Michael’s memorial service.

The new Range Rovers and Rolls Royces
were used to transport the Jackson family,
friends, and celebrities from the Forest
Lawn Cemetery to the Staples Center.
Out of 13 cars, there were 10 black 2009
Range Rovers compiled of various supercharger and basic models.
The new vehicles were lent out free of
charge for the whole day, with an agreement to return them by the end of the night.

celebrated its 60th anniversary last year,
but it shows no signs of slowing down.
A host of new metal has arrived in the
past 12 months with the aim of knocking
the Freelander 2 off the top of the offroad summit, but the Land Rover’s depth
of talent has seen it retain its title as the
best compact SUV. The entry-level Land
Rover is accomplished on road and absolutely peerless in the mud, where it feels
every bit as capable as models from the
class above. It’s this ability, along with its
practicality as a family car, which made
the Freelander 2 such a big hit with our
judges.”
On the Discovery 3 model, Strong continued: “It’s not hard to see why it took our
top award, because its versatile design
fulfils many roles – from seven-seater
MPV to off-tarmac workhorse.”
Land Rover UK’s managing director,
John Edwards, said: “We are very proud
to receive these two awards from Auto
Express. Winning the Best Compact category with the Freelander 2 for the third
consecutive year is an incredible achievement in this highly competitive sector.
The Discovery 3 continues to receive
numerous high-status accolades and we
are confident that its successor, the new
Discovery 4, will build upon the superb
achievements of the outgoing model with
new powertrain, improved dynamics and a
fresh design.”

Land Rover’s Double Delight
at Auto Express Awards
August 5th, 2009
Source: easier.com
Two award winning Land Rover models have triumphed once again at the
prestigious Auto Express 2009 New Car
Awards, with the Freelander 2 winning
Best Compact SUV and the Discovery 3
scooping Best Large SUV.
The Freelander 2 beat off strong competition from the likes of the Audi Q5 and
the Ford Kuga while the Discovery 3 triumphed over the BMW X6.
Auto Express Motoring and Digital editor,
Daniel Strong said: “When it comes to offroad credentials, few firms can match the
history and experience of one of Britain’s
best loved motoring brands. Land Rover

In May this year, the TD4_e version of
Freelander 2 went on sale. It is Land
Rover’s most fuel-efficient vehicle to date
due to its intelligent Stop/Start system. It
is the world’s first SUV to feature such
a system and is also the first production
vehicle to incorporate technologies from
the Land Rover’s programme of sustainable engineering initiatives, collectively
named ‘e_TERRAIN TECHNOLOGIES’.
During the standard EU4 Cycle, the CO2
emissions of the Freelander 2 TD4_e are
reduced by 8%, compared with the previous manual diesel Freelander 2. Moreover,
in additional tests, Land Rover engineers
have measured fuel savings approaching

20% in heavy urban traffic.
On sale in the UK from 1st September
2009, the new fourth generation of Land
Rover’s supremely versatile seven-seat
vehicle gains a new name – Discovery
4 – to go with its powerful and highly
efficient new TDV6 diesel engine, fresh
exterior identity and more premium cabin.
The class-leading breadth of capability
is extended even further with dynamic
improvements for both road and off-road
driving, and Land Rover has added a battery of user-friendly new technologies and
features. Prices start from £31,995. Prices
for the Freelander 2 start from £21,295.
Using a Land Rover on a Project
About Climate Change?
April 2nd, 2009
Source: atlanticrising.wordpress.com
It’s a fair point. We are travelling around
the Atlantic, talking to people about the
problems of sea level change, in a great
big car – a touch hypocritical? It’s a question frequently levelled against environmental projects whose activities require
travel and other carbon emissions – Al
Gore, fire control in Australia, even lawnmowing. A lot of people answer it by
examining whether there is a ‘net carbon
gain’ to the project i.e. will the carbon
costs of the project be offset by longer
term reductions in carbon emissions as a
consequence of the project. With an activity like lawnmowing that is fairly easy
to measure, but with something like an
education project it’s not so quantifiable.
Yes, we hope that people’s behaviour will
change as a result of being involved in
our project or hearing about it, but there
are also a wider set of questions we asked
ourselves:
Is this project essential enough to justify the carbon emissions? We think it
is. The problem we are addressing is an
immediate problem – people are already
suffering as a consequence of sea level
change. Not many people know about
this. The expedition is vital for raising
awareness because it allows us to get first
hand accounts of what is happening and
gives us the chance to reach places that
would otherwise fall outside the media
and policy spotlight.
Do we really need a Land Rover? Some
elements of the schools project can be set
up over the internet. But the other dimen-
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sion is researching places that are already
under threat due to sea level rise – providing the body of material for the schools’
curriculum project. These places are
remote, some only have seasonal access,
and a Land Rover is one of few vehicles
that can get us there.
What is our footprint? We have calculated our emissions based on travelling
31,000km by car (9.021t), 11,000km
by container ship (1t) with another 1t
factored in for our food and waste carbon production. This gives us a total
of 11.021t between the three of us. The
Carbon Trust – the carbon footprinting
specialists – estimate that the average
UK consumer has footprint of 11 tonnes
per year. By camping, not using heating,
using solar powered electrical sources and
minimising our consumption, we are hoping to reduce our footprint by 2/3rds of
what it would be if we stayed in the UK.
Diesel or biodiesel? Where we can be
guaranteed high quality bio-diesel, we
will be using it. However, we are also
cautious about doing damage to the
engine by using low grade fuel. In some
places (the Sahara) we will be several
days travel from fuel and need to be sure
that our safety is not compromised.
So this is where we are, as of today. We
have asked Land Rover to remove as
much excess weight from the vehicle, to
make it as efficient as possible. As the
project develops, we hope that we can
make more carbon savings.
Range Rover: now with guns & booze
September 25th, 2009
Source: topgear.com
Even the most ardent Land Rover fan
would concede the supercharged V8
Range Rover isn’t the most socially
acceptable of vehicles.
But what if you want it to be more socially unacceptable? Way, way more socially
unacceptable?
You add guns and alcohol, that’s what you
do. Lots of guns and lots of alcohol.
This is the Holland and Holland Range
Rover by Overfinch, a £140,000 ultraluxury version of the big 4x4, and it has
many guns and much alcohol.
Described as ‘the ultimate all-purpose,
all-season, luxury supercar for the discerning few’, it is mechanically identical
to the supercharged Range Rover but fea-

tures a host of posh upgrades to suit the
discerning country gent/alcoholic weapons
enthusiast.
There’s a 31-piece gun cabinet, hand-crafted
in walnut or ‘special wood’, and something
described as a ‘self-replenishing drinks cabinet’ in place of the central rear seat.
No, we have no idea how a self-replenishing drinks cabinet works. Do the bottles of
whisky, champagne and vodka magically
refill when you close the lid? Does the
Overfinch sense you’re running low on
supplies and somehow pilot itself down to
an off-licence to top up the booze?
However it works, it’s probably not going
to wash as an excuse when you get pulled
over on suspicion of drink-driving. “I had
to drink it, officer. It just kept filling up…”
Other luxtastic touches include an integrated fridge, a set of posh glassware and a
small man to polish your brogues and refill
your pipe. We lied about the small man.
Just 100 Overfinch Range Rovers will
be built each year. Has your shady agent
recently renegotiated your contract to
include an improved win bonus? You
know where to head…
Arrests Made in Seaside Sweep
September 11th, 2009
Source: thecalifornian.com
Seaside police say they’ve arrested a fifth
man in a search warrant sweep today.
Thanh Billy Vo, 24, was arrested at a residence on the 1200 block of Amador Avenue after police said he was found with
more than 360 ecstasy pills, 13 grams of
powder cocaine and about $350 in cash.
Police said he also had several thousand
dollars worth of Land Rover parts stolen
from the Land Rover dealership in Seaside, where he was recently fired.
Vo has been released on bail.
Cape to Cape Land Rover has Finally
Made it Home!
September 9th, 2009
Source: lro.com

After the successful Bering Strait crossing
in August 2008, the land Rover used in
the expedition spent the winter in a container under the snow in Nome Alaska.
The first navigation arrived there in June
when the ice had retreated north.
It was unceremoniously strapped onto a
barge bound for Seattle before being trans
shipped for the final leg into Felixstowe.
Apart from some damage sustained in
Siberia the previous year and some minor
electrical defects, (due to salt water), the
Landy seems in excellent shape.
Its safe return now means they can now
offer the prototype for sale.

New Jersey Woman Jailed in Theft
of 2009 Land Rover
October 20th, 2009
Source: the Philidelphia Inquirer
A New Jersey woman might pay a higher
price than the $80,000 price tag on a 2009
Land Rover that she allegedly coveted in
March at a Chester County dealership,
police said yesterday.
Sharise Weldon, 33, of Irvington, is in
Chester County Prison after failing to post
$50,000 cash bail on theft charges. Westtown-East Goshen Police Detective William Cahill said Weldon and an unknown
female expressed interest in the vehicle
right before the Westtown Township Land
Rover dealership closed. They then created a distraction and switched keys, taking the Range Rover Sport SUV an hour
later, he said.
Cahill said Newark police stopped the stolen vehicle with Weldon at the wheel on
May 17, and detained her after determining she had a warrant in Chester County.
She waived extradition yesterday.
Team Land Rover Philippines Excels in
China-Sanya Internationall Off-Road
4x4 Challenge
October 30th, 2009
Source: Manilla Bulletin
Team Land Rover Philippines fought
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Rock Island Rovers Imports
Spanning the seas to bring Land Rovers to you
• Land Rovers are our business and we
specialize in importing Land rovers into
B.C., Canada. The best 4x4 ever made,
Land Rover Defender & the Land Rover
90” & 110” are our main thrust. We have,
and can import or locate Series III Land
Rovers for Canadian & US customers.
• Rock Island Rovers purchases its Land
Rovers direct from one source in the UK
which gives us the quality control we need
to ensure the best value for money whilst
meeting our own company standards.
• All of the Land Rovers that we import are on the original frame and bulkhead. We
look for the best available whilst trying to meet our customer budgets. Land Rovers
need to be 15 years old to be eligible for importation there for years of availability
range from 1984 through to 1989 at the current time. We are a commercial auto
importer and work with Brokers to ensure correct clearance with Customs. All our
Land Rovers are sold with Canadian registration papers and a B.C. inspection.
• Rock Island Rovers Imports started in 1999. We are located on Thetis Island,
B.C. Having grown up in the UK, where the site of a Land Rover is roughly 1
every 3 minutes, we were shocked to only find only Series Rovers, Range Rovers, Discoverys and NAS spec Defenders.
• I am in the UK on a yearly basis keeping current with the people I who supply us
in order to maintain quality. The amount of times I have seen & heard of imported
Land Rovers on rusty frames with poorly fixed outriggers and crossmember, rusty
bulkheads and suspect registration made me realize that there is a need for good
quality used Land Rovers.

• There are many good Land Rovers out
there but not one of the civilian Land Rovers I have seen can compare with an exmilitary unit when you look at the chassis
or drive train. The MOD have a very large
service budget, therefore their Land Rovers are maintained & serviced more often
than a civilian Land Rover. Many of our
90’s and 110’s have had axles replaced,
new brakes, replacement gearboxes and
engines. Sometimes there are ex-civilian
Land Rovers in very good repair available
but they are rare. Therefore locating our
Land Rovers from the MOD or utility companies who also service their fleets to high standards is our way of getting the
best. We only buy the Land Rovers which are still on the original frame and
bulkhead.
• The ex MOD Land Rovers are very basic. They have the 2.5 L diesel engine in
and have no power steering. Being basic is not bad, as it is a starting point to get
into the world of Land Rovers at an affordable price. Then you can upgrade the
interior and exterior as you wish, or we can do it all in our shop for you.
• We are unbiased and offer advice freely to any prospective customer. If we do not
think the Land Rover can meet your needs or is clearly not the vehicle for you we
will not pressure you.
• Remember... we wouldn’t bother importing them if they were not the correct age
for importation, did not have the correct registration, or be in serviceable condition. Our company is built on good quality Land Rovers.

We supply only the best!

Dixon Strachan ~ info@90s110.hypermart.net
Phone/Fax 250-246-2898 ~ Cell: 250-701-5310
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